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Bluetooth Compatible
Enjoy the added convenience of controlling your 
ceiling fan from most modern smart devices

Three Fan Speeds
Use your smart device or the included remote 
control to set your fan’s three speeds

Light Control Supports Dimming
Includes standard light on/off control and dimming 
support for compatible lights

Fan Timer Control
Conveniently set your fan and/or light to turn off 
automatically using the app’s timer function

Companion Remote Control and Wall Plate
The clean, smart design of the fanSync’s companion 
remote control and wall plate cleverly combines the 
practicality of a wall control with the convenience of a 
remote control 



Controlling your fan

Fan setting indicators

Fan three speed control

Light level control

Fan timer control (minutes)

Fan Speed: Off

Fan Speed: High

Fan Light Control
Dimming: Press and hold
On/Off: Press and release

Fan Speed: Medium

Fan Speed: Low

Specifications

Width 
3.5 cm

Height 
9 cm

Width 
7 cm

Height 
11.5 cm

Operating range
Range will vary based on smart device 
hardware, site conditions, battery level 
and other factors. Most reasonably sized 
rooms should be easily covered.

Electrical specifications of receiver
Fan Motor: 220-240V, 50 Hz, 15-100W
Incandescent lamp: Max 250W
LED lamp: Max 40W
CFL: Max 120W

What’s included
The fanSync Control includes a 
Bluetooth-enabled remote receiver 
to be installed in the fan along with 
a companion remote control and 
wall plate. The fanSync app can be 
downloaded on the Apple and Android 
app stores.

fanSync App
There is no limit to the number of fans 
you can control within the app and 
there’s no limit to the number of smart 
devices that can control a fanSync fan.

Compatibility
The free fanSync app works with 
most modern Apple and Android 
smart devices.

Please confirm your device is 
supported prior to purchase 
by visiting the App Store and 
downloading the fanSync app.

This remote is covered by a 12 
month on-site warranty when 
installed with an approved ceiling 
fan.

Fanimation, Emerson and Three 
Sixty 240V AC ceiling fans are 
covered by this warranty.

Warranty

Dimensions


